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What it is, bitches?
It’s The MuthaFuckin’ Koala here. Yes, I AM the original founder
of this King among newspapers, and I am also now the special editor for
a few issues ‘cause Nicholle is on “vacation.”
Actually I just got back from a long “vacation” myself, last week.
Yeah, as soon as my parole papers came through they kicked me outta
that “resort” faster than a black person out of an antebellum Baptist balldance.
Yo, back around 25 years ago (right after I was stolen out of my
mother’s pouch by Joe Watson and forced to live here) I had to walk
through that huge-ass eucalyptus grove to reach my afternoon “appointment” with my hot and horny Spanish TA, Ms. Sanchez. One day I
pointed, nodded, and even fuckin smiled at about 15 people who passed
by on that path. Most of them were normal looking girls, white or yellow
bread with meat on their bones and ugly-ass UCSD sweatshirts. But they
must have been blind ‘cause none of them even looked at me—they just
scrambled past with their eyes glued to the ground. Hello!!! I’m a fucking 6’3’’ KOALA BEAR! What the fuck, right? Damn. So after I finished
fucking Ms. Sanchez, I started thinking about shit that I could do to pump
some life into all those sad-ass bitches. I mean I know what I wanted
to pump them full of, but that wouldn’t solve anything ‘cause they still
wouldn’t look me in the eye the next morning. So fuck it, I realized that
I needed to communicate with these people, ‘cause damnit if they would
ever talk to me first. And that form of communication??? A Newspaper. A
MuthaFucking Koala, of course. 25 long-ass years ago.
And I gotta say, after all this time our legacy is definitely burning damn strong. And it ain’t that bad, itchy burning neither. So fuck it.
We’re gonna keep doing what we do until the end of time or until we all
finally die of alcohol poisoning… yeah, until the end of fucking time.
In the meanwhile, know that over the last 25 years, we at the
Koala have managed to create some garbage, some grotesque, and some
great shit. And now you get to enjoy the best (or worst) Koala shit ever
compiled. Bon appa-teety.
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Klassic Koala Kover:

Remember that sick-ass
Tsunami that happened that one time...

MFK

Creator of The MFK

Best of Stupid Photoshop

NicholleFK

M

Esther, Sarah, Davey
SARS, the L-Word, Augy, Jeremiah, Mars, Freddy,
Donnie, Kyle, Nate-Boi, Skillz, KO, Judy, Vince,
Nam, Baby Jesus

B-Rad, Milk, E-dawg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus,
Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, Stevie
Why, San, Henry
David John Fenelon Gregory

The Koala meets Fridays at 6pm, in the Media Lounge (above Soft Reserves)

50%

Chance of Hate

		

Returning Soon!

Thick Haze of

Heteronormality

Oppressive Heat

High Levels of
Discrimation
Turning Towards Apathy and Look for lynchings
Hopelessness Later in the Day

“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the
ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The
Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While
the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego,
the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other publication
published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed
by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or
positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents
or their officers, employees, or agents. The
publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability
for the content of this publication.”
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World Famous
KLASSIC LISTS

Top Five Campaign Slogans
Bush Came Up With Himself
(2004)
1. A Vote for Me, is a Vote for Me
to Become President
2. This Country Needs a Kick in
the Tush, so Vote for George
3. Vote for Me in ’03!
4. What the hell is our oil doing
under their sand?
5. Bush and Kerry for 2004!
Top Five Things We All Do But
We Don’t Know Why (1993)
1. Look at the shit you just shat as
it floats in the toilet
2. Look inside the tissue after you
blow your nose in it
3. Smell your socks,/underwear
even though you know they stink
4. Look through other people’s
under-wear to check if their skidmarks are worse than yours
5. Fuck your mom
Top Five Times I Get a Boner
(2002)
1. While unconscious at the dentist
office.
2. When my professor leans over to
pick up his pencil.
3. For Christmas.
4. At the exact moment that I’m
zipping up my pants.
5. During rush hour on the shuttle.
we’ll forget the whole thing.”
Top Five New WNBA Slogans
(2002)
1. You only need ONE ball to play
this game.
2. The balls aren’t the only things
that bounce.
3. We can do anything men can as
long as it’s made a lot easier!
4. At least we’re not fat.
5. Basketball is a metaphor for life.
6. Less dunks than a cop with an
empty coffee cup.
7. More dunks than the Special
Olympics
Top Five Lamest April Fool’s
Day Pranks of All Time (2006)
1. Putting a post it on somebody’s
back that says “Remove Me.”
2. Switching someone’s shampoo
with a generic, store brand.

Think you’re funnier than the
Koala Original Gangtas?
Submit your fucktarded lists at:
www.thekoala.org
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3. Telling someone it’s DiGiorno
when it’s actually delivery.
4. Inserting WMD “evidence” into
the President’s inbox as a summer
intern.
5. Setting your friend’s house on
fire so that you can see him slip on
the bannana peel you laid on the
fire escape.
Top 5 Differences if The Koala
was your RA (2006)
1. All problems would be resolved
via Mexican knife fight
2. First Offense: Forced pornography
3. 2nd Offense: Beaten with a
half-full bottle of our new sponsor,
Olde English 800 Malt Liquor, until their head bleeds and their eye
pops out, which is totally another
offense
4. 3rd Offense: Secret cremation in
basement of AP&M
5. We would take the rape race seriously and surpass SDSU in three
months
6. A state of emergency would be
declared on UCSD and RA would
become a life position
7. Every single girl in the building
would have fucked their RA
8. The laundry machine in your
building would be only for sexual
acts requiring a vibrating surface.
Top 5 Tattoos for UCSD Students (2006)
1. Notes for the Physics test
2. Blueprints and plans to escape
from UCSD
3. Anything to cover up the Koala
penis tattooed on your head while
you where passed out at Sungod
4. “DO NOT TOUCH” written on
the chest and inner thighs of Asian
chicks
6. “6/23/04: Finish writing the
UCSD Tattoos List.” But it’s
inside my anus, so I just noticed it
today.
5. O-Kem on knuckles, Pre-Med 4
Life in old english on back
Top 5 Ways Kramer Could Have
Fucked Himself Worse (2007)
1. Say that when he was heckled,
he understood what Rosa Parks
must have felt when they told her
to go to the back of the bus.
2. Instead of using the N-word, he
said that the J-words are responLists continued on pg. 5...
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We’re 25! Now we can rent a car and finally dump that decomposing hooker’s body!

5 out of 4 slave-owner’s wives recommend it

From 2003’s infamous Jizzlam, it’s

e Best of

h
T
Ramadhan

Carols

In-fidels

Sung To The Tune Of Jingle Bells
Slashing through their face
With a one sided scimitar
Burning the whole place
Blowing up their cars
HAHAHAHA
Putting heads on string
A suicidal fight
What fun it is to toss and fling
A bunch of bombs tonight
OOOOOOOOOOH
In-fidels, In-fidels
Killing all the way
Oh what fun it is to ride
On the bus we’ll bomb today! - HEY!
In-fidels, In-fidels
Gotta make them pay
Once they’re gone, we’ll write a song
And then we’ll go and pray - HEY!

Akmed the Bombman

Sung To The Tune Of Frosty The Snowman
Akmed the Bombman was a crafty S.O.B.
He spread the news to attract the Jews
With a pile of free money
Akmed the Bombman would bring those fuckers down
With a smile on his face and a bomb in his case
He lit up the whole town
There must have been some C-4 in that box under his arm.
‘Cause when it blew, him and the Jews
Went out and bought the farm!
OOOOOOOOOHHH
Akmed the Bombman was just a tale they say
He was fucked in the head but now he’s dead
And fucks hot chicks all day

Next FRIDAY at 6pm

Check out these ghetto-ass finger puppets from Vol 13, No. 3.
Yeah...taking it back to November 17th, 1986!
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We’re 25! Now we can rent a car to celebrate our Silver Jubilee Orgy! You’re invited!		
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Klassic Lists Cont’d...
sible for all the wars in the world.
3. Said the heckler was an oreo, not a real nigger,
because he could afford VIP tickets and wasn’t eating
watermelon.
4. Trying to disarm the situation by throwing a basketball between the hecklers
5. By explaining that he’s not racist because he
doesn’t believe that they’re all sub-human animals
that enjoy loud rap music and wear heavy gold chains
while chasing after white women, chicken and crack.
That’s just what the stereotypical ones are like.
Top 10 Things You Said Right Before Getting
Punched in the Face (2007)
1. Why don’t you make me eat my lima beans, dad?
2. Boy howdy, here I am at a real Koala recruitment
meeting!
3. Captain Picard is so better than Captain Kirk!
4. Nah... that’s not worth fighting over.
5. We’re cool right?
6. Am I the only white guy here?
7. I don’t care how much prettier or thinner she is, I’ll
take plain old you any day.
8. You wouldn’t hit a girl, would you?
9. Well, you wouldn’t hit a girl with glasses, would
you?
10. At least I didn’t get punched in the face.
Top Five Rejected U.C.S.D. Fight Slogans (1999)
1. “U-C-S-DEEZ NUTS! !!”
2. “HURRY UP AND LOSE, I’VE GOT CSE DUE
TOMORROW!!!”
3. “EXCLUDING TEAMS IN DIVISIONS I AND
11, WE’RE NO 1 ! ! !”
4. “IT’S NOT WHETHER YOU WIN OR LOSE,
IT’S HOW YOU DO ON THE G.R.E.!!!”
5. “I’M NOT COMING OFF THE ROOF UNTIL
SOMEONE COMES TO OUR SHITTY GAMES!!!”
Top Five You Aren’t As Smart As You Thought
You Were:
1. You miss the first question on “Who Wants To Be a
Millionare.”
2. You get hit by a parked car.
3. You kept swerving but the trees wouldn’t get out of
the way.
4. You fuck the up the title of this list.
5. You go to college at UCSD.
Top Five Things to Do on a First Date:
1) Go to a movie, and then talk about the movie afterwards.
2) Go to a nice place for dinner.
3) Skip numbers 1 and 2 and just get straight to the
fucking.
4) Instead of going on the date, take three $20 bills
and light them on fire. You weren’t going to get laid
Lists continue on pg. 6...
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We’re 25! Now we can rent a car and drive drunk!				

MORE Klassic Lists...
anyway, so this just wastes the
money quicker.
5) Give her the “sensitive guy”
routine, and then when she isn’t
expecting it, drop your drawers and
tell her to “Wax it.”
Top Five Rejected UCSD E-mail
Addresses:
1) Fred Ucktheregents (fucktheregents@ucsd.edu)
2) Sara Uperjugs (superjugs@ucsd.
edu)
3) Paul Enispuppet (penispuppet@
ucsd.edu)
4) Steve Lutz (slutz@ucsd.edu)
5) Tara Hickcock (thickcock@
ucsd.edu)
Top Five Worst Things to Say at
the End of a Date:
1) “Hey, your house reminds me
of my ex-girlfriend Susie’s. God,
what nice breasts she has.”
2) “Good attempt, I can barely see
that zit.”
3) “Do you mind if I use your toilet? Mine’s too weak to flush what
I have coming.”
4) “What do you know, I guess all
my friends were wrong: you’re not
easy.”
5) “So, your mother’s a manicurist,
I hear. I sure could use a hand job.
Wink, wink!”
Top Five Lies Your Orientation
Leader Told You: ( (from 2000)

1. “There are PLENTY of fun things
to do at UCSD that don’t involve
alcohol!”
2. “I’m not going to have sex with
you.”
3. “The closets are not big enough to
sustain a profitable marijuana crop.”
4. “Smoking is prohibited in the
dorms.”
5. “Your happiness is Res-Life’s top
priority.”

Top Five Reasons Why Pepsi is Better Than Coke:
1. Pepsi doesn’t drip down the back of
your throat for half an hour.
2. Pepsi doesn’t make you feel like

bugs are crawling under your skin.
3. Pepsi doesn’t cost 60 dollars a
gram.
4. Pepsi doesn’t make you end up
sucking dick in a bus station for more
Pepsi.
5. When you’re done with one Pepsi,
you dont feel the insatiable need to
drink more and more Pepsi until your
heart explodes.
Top 5 Ways Not To Start A Final
Essay (1986)
1. Dear Grandma and Grandpa,...
2. Fuck You.
3. When I enrolled in this class I had
no idea it was upper division.
4. The End.
5. And God said to me.

3. Heroin addiction and hemophilia
4. Lice and Crabs
5. Lice and Crabs that don’t get
along
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Ever wanted all the privileges of being white but just aren’t?
Well, tough shit but it ain’t going to be
happening any time soon unless a fiery revolution takes place.
In the meantime from the makers of
the White Privilege Card it’s:

Top Five Things Ronald McDonald Does for Fun (1992)
1. Wild orgies with the Hamburgler,
Mayor McCheese, and Grimace
2. Calls up Burger King and asks
them to “Hold the pickle”
3. Goes to his House and makes fun
of retarded children
4. Eats the Frys Guys
5. Contemplates life in his little
insane world

Top Ten Different Features of the
Ritz Carlton Dorms (1990)
1. Have to tip the RA’s
2. Valet Parking Permits
3. Mint on the pillow at night
4. Chem 6A tutoring masseuse
5. Room service meal plan
6. Intramural Jacuzzi water polo
7. Tuxedoed CSO’s
8. Wet bar
9. 24-hour French maid call-girls
10. $10,000 a month
Top Five Fun Things To Tell Freshmen (1996)
1. “Man, frats are cool.”
2. “Your mother hates you and is glad
you’re gone.”
3. “If they catch you masturbating,
Chancellor Dynes will chop your dick
off and shove it in your ear.”
4. “See all these women? Yours for the
taking.”
5. “The most sex you’ll ever have in
your life is during your college year.”

(Just take it and run! Please, we beg you!)

Top Five Things That CSE Means
(1993)
1. Computer Science and Engineering
2. Complete Social REtard
3. Constant Smell of Effluvium
4. Clothes from the Seventies and
Eighties
5. Constant Sexual Exclusion
Bottom Five Diseases to Contract
Simultaneously (1999)
1. Jock itch and Elephantitus
2. Hemerrhoids and Diarrhea

“Join the Arrogant Bastards”
www.sdboardclub.com

Surrounded by bureaucrats, their lease almost finished...
The fate of Porter’s Pub hangs in the balance.
Come support us and enjoy our dank-ass
selection of draft beer and pub fare

Happy hour 3-6 daily
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We’re 25! Now we can rent a car and jack-off in the backseat!
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Sigma Chi - Ranch House (2006)
This party had the best and worst of all possible
outcomes of a party. It all started with the crew
rollin’ up; with the boys, some beautiful ladies,
and a shit load of liquor. Minus 5 stars for the
asshole pledge at the front tryin’ to get the Koala
to pay for a party. This mothafucka was obviously a freshmen, but we forgave him as one of
our ladies flashed for our entrance. Plus 7 stars.
We entered the party and began s new kind of
distribution, KOALA SHOTS for all. What a hit,
I had bitches that were clearly to hot to be going to UCSD, asking for shots through flashes,
crotch grabs, kisses, and numbers. Plus 10 stars.
Remember that shit when you don’t invite the
Koala to your next party.
The liquor was almost gone, the chasers disappeared a half hour before and I wanted to dance,
more fun. The ladies remembered me givin’
them drinks outside and they took care of yours
truly, plus strategically placed grind moves. 4
more stars. The Koala decided that it could do
nothin’ more to elevate this party and decided
to head out. This is where the shit hit the fan.
Personally I wanted to roll cause I had an 18
year-old blond with fake DD’s wantin’ to meet
me at the next top and everyone else agreed that
we drank enough for this night, time to smoke.
But just try to walk out of a party when you
have a bunch of drunk Marines, who clearly
haven’t been laid in at least three years, that
want to start trouble with the group in front of
you. From what others have told me they proceeded in jumping us from behind. Minus all the
stars given and minus another 1,000. As I bled
from the mouth, I spat in their face. Also, our
gangster editor threw down at the sight of the
uncalled bullshit. Suffice to say, I had a shitty
night and didn’t see my blond. To the Marines:
get shipped soon and go find an IED. That’s
right, die.

Baseball Theme Party off of Mahaila Ave.
Weekday (2003)
I just got back from collecting from my bitches
when I noticed a whole gaggle of juicy boobies
and ass slowly making their way to a party down
the street. Naturally, I fell right in step, promptly
pimping properly. I was greeted at the door with
much ethusiam for the bodacious bounty I had
produced. Plus two stars for the hoes, plus one
star for no hassle at the door or cover charge.
Plus one star for getting digits. A huge plus one
star for the vivacious mack-down of two of my
hoes for the pleasure of the crowd, thereby producing an overly excited state of the electrons
in my nuts. All in all this was a fucking proper
party with all the proper ingredients. Mix that
shit together and youse gots a five star party. To
the people of the house; please throw another
one and ‘invite me’ again!!!

I-House Party in O.B. at Sean’s House (2004)
Get there pretty early; I had been drinking all
day at the beach and was pretty drunk so I
poured a cup of whatever-the-keg-had-to-offer
and continued my quest. Eventually, people of
the female persuasion started showing up and
being from International House they were pretty
cute. I hit it off with this one girl and she was
shocked to the bone when she found out she was
surrounded by a house full of Koalas. “But you
guys are so funny and cute and fuckable, but not
necessarily in that order hint hint” muttered from
her cock hole (I believe those were her exact
words). So I go to the bathroom, puke and walk
back out. Everyone is gone. Apparently I had
blacked out and had been wandering around the
whole night, finally regaining consciousness as
I was puking in the toilet. People had fucked in
the bedroom I had left, I had told my friends to
leave without me, and somebody saw me jacking off in the bathroom. I would like to take this
time to say that I would never ever ever EVER
jack off at a party, I would be too busy getting
head or having sex with girls (plural mind you)
to jack off, but then again I was blacked out and
in the past I have done things that I would never,
ever, ever, EVER do that while I was blacked

out. So now that that’s settled I found some girls to
drive me to my friend’s house in PB- the very one
who left me. He lives in an apartment and I didn’t
feel like ringing his bell, so I tied my skateboard
to my towel and wrapped it around my body (yes I
brought a towel and a skate to the party...I told you
I had been at the beach all day) and I climbed up a
tree to get to his floor. There I found him chatting it
up having a merry little christmas. I sat down in a
chair and started drinking to drown my sorrow and
dull the pain. Overall it was a good party; I only lost
my sunglasses, watch, and shoes. AND I DID NOT
JACK OFF DESPITE THE RUMORS.

BOARD Party on Robbins in U.C. (2004)
So I get dropped off at this Board Club party with
six of my furthest friends. We got to the door and
are greeted by nazis; they demand $5 per head as
they lower their lugars to my temple. I show them
my blonde hair, blue eyes and German lineage and
they invite me right in along with my friends; except
for Paul, they thought he looked a little too jew even
though he was my friend. After mourning Paul’s
passing we hopped in. The party was a standard
Board rager. Some old friends hooked me up with
some somas and an old state of mind was revisited.
Five kegs of Stone went suprisingly quick, along
with the jungle juice and Jello shots. To all principal
Board members: At $5 a head everyone is throwing
$1 on each keg. So after 75 people you have covered
your costs for the beer thanks to the great sponsorship of Stone. After 300 people you have obvioulsy
covered jungle juice and Jello shot costs...so then
why must you be so cheap? Why must you be so
greedy? Why must you force me to break your glasses and cut you with them? Why I ask why? It was at
this point that some fucked up guy in the backyard
with no shirt on started tapping on the bathroom
window ever so slightly. The dumbfuck shattered
the window and cut up his hands. He then walked
away and pretended he didn’t do it. Pretty soon his
hands were covered in blood. The blood was getting
all over the place and he was having a hard time
explaining that his bloody hands had nothing to do
with the broken glass. He tried to wash off his hands
in the sink but the water wasn’t turned on so he did
the only sensible thing: he jumped the fence in the
backyard to wash himself off in the neighbor’s pool.
After that he was pretty clean so he started partying
some more but his hands kept bleeding and now the
blood was all over his chest. He was confronted by
the people who live in the house and told them that
he was drunk, sorry andthat he would help them out.
They said it was cool and he replied, “no worries,
I know what it’s like having some drunk guy break
your shit at a party.” They never saw him again.
Thanks for the ride home Amy. Three stars in all, it
would have been more if I had found any hot chicks
with bloody hand fetishes. You know, for my friend.
The Idiot.

S&M Party after Sun God @ Some person’s
Condo (2000)
After standing around at SunGod for a few hours
I was ready to chill with my girlfriend. She had a
friend who was having a party so off we went. The
place was swank and the mood was relaxed. That is
until the owner of the place brought out his S&M
stuff. This nubile asian girl wanted to be tied up, so
she was. And blindfolded. And handcuffed (with
fuzzy ones). Eventually she had her pants off and
was being spanked by various people. With a horse
whip. Polaroids were taken and distributed. 2 stars
plus 1 for my girlfriend doing bodyshots off another
girl.

Read and rate more party
reviews, new and old online at
www.thekoala.org/party_reviews
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Today...

BOARD Club - 12/1/2007
It should be first noted that I am a dumbass for being dropped off to
a party that is in some random side street of Claremont Mesa Blvd.
I arrived at 11:30 and immediately asked around, quickly discovering that the party was already dry. Two kegs, plus jungle juice, the
whole shebangabang was gone. I was trying to have fun, but mainly
looking for a ride back to campus when my good friend Kris said,
“Dj, I’m gonna get you drunk.” So I stood around waiting for him
to come back with a lucrative mix drink or at the very least a beer.
Waiting, I started talking to a couple belligerent freshman girls, one
of which was from my hometown and they made me taste what felt
like a melted cherry Tootsie Pop in a red cup. Not to my surprise,
this cherry cough medicine did not succeed in getting me drunk. I
think it was at this point that Kris came running back to me and said,
“I found two beers but I shotgunned them both.” Thanks, buddy.
Luckily, the next people I met saved my life. I don’t really know
how through the crowds of people I was able to spot it but I found
a guy with half a bottle of Jack Daniels. I asked him to a small sip,
but somehow 5 seconds later found myself chugging his bottle as
some sort of entertainment for his friends. I got 4 or 5 fair sized
gulps in when our conversation turned to “Whiskey dick” and a girl
said to me “I’ll show you what it means later.” But for some reason I
ditched my best shot at a hookup to hang out with the freshman girls
again who, playing the part perfectly told me they LOOOVED me
and asked for my number with nothing else. I hitched a ride home
with some random Guardian friends (haha, I think Freddy’s right
maybe they do have us on a leash) and, I swear to god my party
reviews end in the same way, I feasted on a California burrito before
getting home.

DSP Fuck My Life Venue Party- 12/7/2007
I would like to start this party review by saying, “Don’t pre-game
with the Koala unless you want to die.” This night starts just like
that. Leave the Koala at about midnight to catch the party shuttle to
the venue party with one of my Egyptian homies. I get on the bus,
and am already sooo fucked up. So, of course, one of the DSP guys
hands me a bottle of Everclear, and that’s about when I know the rest
of the night is probably going to fade to black. I get in the party, and
drunkenly start talking to some people. I accidentally pour water all
over my other Egyptian buddy when he is next to his cute date, like
a complete dumbass. Remember, this is at a club. I find a fold-out
chair; open it; and go night-night in 120 dB hip-hop music at the
side of the dance floor. Multiple girls try to get me to stand me up to
dance, but I just want to sit & sleep. BLACK. I wake up in my bed
thinking “Wow, that was a really shitty dream.” Then, I look down
and notice white pieces of ceiling material and my window’s screen
on top of me. I talk to my roommates about what happened. One
tells me that I put a chair right next to his bed and started talking to
him at 4-5am when he was sleeping. I tells the other roommate that
it was “the drunkest I might have ever been, but for some reason I
did not vomit!” I get lunch, come back two hours later and sit on
my bed. I discover half of my trash can full of vomit.

HYPHY Par-tay 12/14/2007
Last night was awesome. I was standing outside of the bathroom,
drunk off of Kris’s Moonshine and these two girls ahead of me were
really cool. We were just talking and then one of them mentioned
how her boobs were too small. So I assured her that they weren’t
and she looked hot anyway and so she said “Wanna feel them?” I
think before she finished saying the word “feel” my hands were out
in front of me and grabbing onto her chesticles. Then her friend for
some reason asked if I wanted to feel hers too. Sometimes I’m too
much of a gentleman to say no. I left the party on that highest of
high notes and about 5 minutes later realized that I didn’t make out
with either of those chicks. And for the rest of our adventures that
night I had that dilemma. Should I just be amazed and satisfied that
two hot chicks let me feel them up or should I have tried more?

-->
Cedar Fire Memorial Party
I walked over to my buddy’s place in the Marshall Uppers at
about midnight. By the time I got there, the shit had already hit
the fan. As I walk into the suite, I smelled smoke. I thought
maybe since they were drunk, they brunt some food in the oven
or something. But, no. I walk into the bedroom, and the first
thing I notice is a giant fireball!! The party host’s hair was on
fire! He was so shitfaced that he even asked “Do you smell
smoke?” Once his girlfriend started yelling “FIRE!!! YOUR
HAIR!!! OH, FUCK!!!” he ran the kitchen sink. In the process
of putting his head in the sink, he hit his head on the faucet, in
turn cutting his scalp open with a 1.5-inch long gash. After he
extinguished his hair with the sink water, he passed out on the
kitchen floor from drunkenness and shock. As he laid on the
floor, blood poured all over the floor. The rest of the Koalas immediately went back to getting drunk and partying. We decorated his face in sharpie, brunt hair, and blood. He looked like a
Indian warrior when he woke up.
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We’re 25! Now we can rent a car to make drug runs to Poway!				

KOALA PERSONALS
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We did not write these personals,
We traveled back to the future and stole them.
Imagine a time when UCSD
students weren’t racist, homophobic, or illiterate...
PERSONALS THEN:

A fool and his money are soon partying (1991)
Koala- that’s right, I have nothing/no one
better to do than write Koala personals. SO!!
(1991)
WANTED: Somebody to beat the hell out of
the Koala manager so he will shut the fuck up.
(1991)
I don’t want to talk to ANYONE unless
they’ve dropped acid at least once (300 mk
min) (1990)
To the toilet seats at Canyonview pool: I fucking love to sit on you and take slow shits. Let
me tell you how fucking cool these seats are:
as you sit down, they form on your ass allowing you to have maximum comfort while taking a shit or whatever you do in a bathroom.
(1996)
Momma never loved me, and Daddy loved me
too much (Vaseline anyone?) (2004)
dEAR tHE koala i used to hATE you. tWAS
totALLy true. now i find it enGROSSing now
AND i like the subliminal messages FROM
the ads ANd i like the subliminal messages
FROM the ads ANd newspAPEr. (2004)
To the kind of plain hippy guy from Muir: I
guess I would do you. (1997)
When is the 1991 Women of the Parking office Swimsuit Calendar coming out. A curious
wide-ass admirer (1990)
Dear James, my Humanities TA,
Instead of studying for the final this weekend,
I decided to think about the different ways I
could tell you that I want to fuck you... Machiavelli: Rule my body with your prowess
and never hesitate to use violence to subdue
me. Spanish Empire: Be like Columbus and
discover my new, savage anal world with you
schooner. Luther: I want to diet on your
worm. Montaigne: “On fucking me”-Begin by
twisting my nipples between your thumb and
forefinger, then move to my cunt with your
whole fist. Spread my ass and clean it with
your tongue while you skullfuck me. Hamlet: To fuck me, or not to fuck me....there is
no bloody question...FUCK ME (even when
I’m bloody)!!!!! Bacon: Put your idol into my
cave, then my marketplace. Galileo: Study my
G-spot with your sturdy telescope. Descartes:
I have a vagina, therefore you should FUCK
it. Hobbes: To you, I make the following
covenant- I will take your leviathan in every
orifice if, and only if, you call me the next day
(?). Milton: I want your serpent to slither into
my garden and feed me the creamy, juicy fruit
of knowledge.
My asshole yearns for you. (2007)
to my penis:
stop embarassing me. (2003)
Liz - If I were you, I’d stay in Austrailia.
UCSD sux. (1986)
Wanted: Good looking girl preferably blond
5’7” Philosophy majot, must be in good physical condition for reproduction experiments.
(1986)
Geri - I wonder if this will make it in the
Koala?
- Mike (1986)

PERSONALS NOW:
This goes to all you fucking Asians, guys and
girls! Seriously, I can’t fucking stand any of you
anymore. All you do is fucking walk around all
anti-social and you all fucking look exactly the
same!! It drives me INSANE. I was not fucking
racist at all til I came to this god damn school of
asia! I don’t care if you’re Chinese, Japanese,
Korean... NO ONE FUCKING CARES CUZ
UR ALL THE FUCKING SAME ANYWAYS!
You eat smelly food that stinks up all the damn
microwaves and then you bring that shit into
class and eat it and I want to VOMIT! Go get
a fucking personality ALL OF YOU because I
seriously can’t take it anymore. How the fuck
do your teachers and parents tell you apart i will
never understand. Stop ruining the curves for
everyone and just get the hell out of my face!!!
Dear white people, despite being a nerdy asian
with a 3.8 science gpa, i am packing a ghengis
khan like egg roll under my undies. People
think we are quiet and passive, but it is only
out of fear that we might mutilate a girls pussy
with out enormous noodles. Therefore, our
Confucius ideals limit us to self-masturbation
and reclusiveness. its not like any of you white
girls would know what to do with a 3âˆ, (9.424
inches) lengthed spicy cock anyway. But for
those rare slutbags that do, get that stereotype
out of your head and we will give you the best
take-out delivery you will ever have. azn pride\
- Asian Sensation
Hey there “hot” ucsd girls, stop acting like guys
give two shits about you and realize you are
sub-par in the real world. I am saying this not
because i wouldnt have sex with you in a portapotty, but i am saying that afterwards i would
like to tip it over with you in it. Open your eyes
whether they be round or narrow and get off
that high horse or should i say donkey. Major
shout out to the greek girls who practice putting
frozen hotdogs down there throats but never
step up to the plate when its time to play. Game
time baby girl. Next time i see you in geisel
im going to relieve myself when i look at you,
without you ever knowing it. Ya im that weird.
It will be warm.
- King Nathaniel III
Dear duck faced fuck with glasses,
You are the nerdiest, corkiest mother fucker
in AF ROTC. Your presence in the corps
makes me want to puke! I hate you and your
Wing-mates hate you!!! You are a snake and
a backstabber! Nobody trusts you! You are a
fucking psycho!!! Stop stalking that one cute
asian chick!! Cuz I know what you’re doing
you creepy fuck! You try to make other people
look bad by spreading lies about them to make
yourself look better. I hope your plan backfires
and you hang yourself. The Air Force is better
off without you! So quit before you get washed
out! You slithery snaky fuck! Karma will catch
up to you!
to that dumb fucking bitch ashley in my SE1
class. you know the guy that just dumped you
a couple of months ago? well i’ve been fucking
him dry since before he realized what a shitty
lay you are. after i wipe his cum off my face
and TITS (yeah, a woman should have some
fucking TITS you skinny cunt) he sits there and
tells me about what an overposessive psycho
BITCh you are. i love hearing about it when he

fucks me from the back and sticks his thumb
up my ass. all of his loser roommates kno about
it to but ure to FUCKING STUPID to notice.
have fun tasting my sweet pussy and tite fucking asshole you dried up useless dogfaced gash
eyed skank.
yeah my roommate just wrote a personal to
ashley in se 1. i fucked your bf too. you should
hear abt all the pussy he gets. make u think
twice about letting him plug that filthy gash
duznt it. oh well have fun with AIDs bitch
To my Mormon Prince:
I want to ride your Mormon cock on top of
that golden statue of your white giant Mormon
temple. I will even let you fuck me while you
play Halo 3. Every time I look at your drawing,
“The Void,” my pussy throbs with desire for
your steeple to make my hymen bleed on my
celestial underpants. I want you to fuck my shitstained asshole as if I were your leader, Joseph
Smith. I’ll be outside your window.
ps I heard getting a facial from a Mormon cures
AIDS, will you cure mine and be MY Jospeh
Smith?
what the fuck asian girls!!! where the fuck
have you been your entire lives? have you ever
gone outside or watched anything besides that
weird ass anime/soap operas from Korea shit?
have you ever though about anything other
than shopping for expensive clothes which you
can’t afford!? here is a tip, $300 shoes and
$200 jeans are not going to make up for the
fact that you are 5 ft tall, chubby, and have approximately a 0% chance of making it to med
school/graduating with a CS degree. experience something fucking different for once you
sheltered chub factories.
- Rufus
why does every asian restaurant always fuck
you? every single fucking one-- greasy jews
of the orient. I know black people eat a lot, but
goddam. a buffet means buffet, dont fuck with
the crabs. next time my shit is loaded with cabbage I’m getting your daughters pregnant
- still looking for honest asian restaurant
Ode to Asian Chub by bootyNinjA
There’s a lot of chub around,
White, black, and brown,
But the best chub in town,
Is UCSD asian chub.
Chub on the face,
Chub on the chin,
Chub on the legs,
but where oh where is the chub on the chest?
Asian chub is everywhere but the breasts.
Don’t worry,
Even though the chub is there,
After time I don’t care,
Chubby asian chick,
The only girl to date me,
You barely get my cock hard,
But hard enough it gets,
To make your vagina chub do the splits,
And that is what love is,
I love asian chub...

